Abstract Global chemistry-climate models are computationally burdened as the chemical mechanisms become more complex and realistic. Optimization for graphics processing units (GPU) may make longer global simulation with regional detail possible, but limited study has been done to explore the potential benefit for the atmospheric chemistry modeling. Hence, in this study, the second-order Rosenbrock solver of the chemistry module of CAM4-Chem is ported to the GPU to gauge potential speed-up. We find that on the CPU, the fastest performance is achieved using the Intel compiler with a block interleaved memory layout. Different combinations of compiler and memory layout lead to~11.02× difference in the computational time. In contrast, the GPU version performs the best when using a combination of fully interleaved memory layout with block size equal to the warp size, CUDA streams for independent kernels, and constant memory. Moreover, the most efficient data transfer between CPU and GPU is gained by allocating the memory contiguously during the data initialization on the GPU. Compared to one CPU core, the speed-up of using one GPU alone reaches a factor of~11.7× for the computation alone and~3.82× when the data transfer between CPU and GPU is considered. Using one GPU alone is also generally faster than the multithreaded implementation for 16 CPU cores in a compute node and the single-source solution (OpenACC). The best performance is achieved by the implementation of the hybrid CPU/GPU version, but rescheduling the workload among the CPU cores is required before the practical CAM4-Chem simulation.
Introduction
Physics and chemistry are closely coupled in the framework of earth system modeling. Most radiatively active compounds (e.g., CH 4 , O 3 , and aerosols) in Earth's current atmosphere are also chemically active. The atmospheric chemistry is an essential component of climate (Tian & Chipperfield, 2006; Collins et al., 2017) , which includes the homogeneous (e.g., gas-phase species) and heterogeneous (e.g., gas and aerosol) reactions, aerosol and acid (nitrogen + sulfur) deposition, and cloud-aerosol interactions in the atmosphere. A robust representation of atmospheric chemistry including the chemical reaction with other species (e.g., gaseous species, aerosols, and water) and photolysis (interaction with solar radiation) is thus crucial to determine the burden and lifetime of chemically active compounds (Dameris & Jöckel, 2013; Lamarque et al., 2013; Su et al., 2011; Tilmes et al., 2016) .
Due to the complex chemical mechanism and strong variability of temporal and spatial patterns, atmospheric chemistry is usually characterized by the significant nonlinearity (Kleinman et al., 2001 ) and a wide range of temporal and spatial scales (Isaksen et al., 2009) , which makes it challenging to model. High-resolution global models capture some of the same scales as mesoscale weather and regional air quality models so an argument can be made that global models should exercise more comprehensive chemistry. This prompts us to review and improve all the computational methods of global chemical simulation. Currently, a first-order implicit solver is widely used in the global chemistry-climate models (Austin et al., 2003; Emmons et al., 2010; Horowitz et al., 2003; Schraner et al., 2008) . The first-order implicit solver is unconditional stable (Kinnison et al., 2007) , but may suffer from low computational efficiency and low accuracy. Sun et al. (2017) implemented a second-order Rosenbrock (ROS-2) solver in the global chemistry-climate model (CAM4-Chem), replacing the original first-order implicit solver.
The results showed that utilizing the same optimized subroutine structure, the ROS-2 solver achieved 2× speed-up on the CPU over the original first-order implicit solver. This speed-up results from avoiding a re-evaluation of the Jacobian matrix and LU factorization during the two-stage computation. For the overall performance, the chemistry takes~24% of the total computational time for the atmospheric component (CAM) and the chemical solver itself dominates~52% of the computational time for the chemistry. Thus~2× speed-up from the chemical solver is likely to save~6% of the total computational time for CAM.
In addition to improving the numerical method of the solver, new computer architectures demand a review of the optimization strategy. The heterogeneous architecture of supercomputers has developed rapidly now including multinode parallelism and graphics processing units (GPUs). Optimizing for the GPU, considerable speed-up was achieved for both regional (Linford et al., 2009; Michalakes & Vachharajani, 2008 ) and global models (Korwar et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2015) . Networks of chemical reactions required to model atmospheric chemistry and other applications were accelerated 2 or more orders of magnitude on GPUs using a new algebraically stabilized fast explicit approach for kinetic integration . Implicit integration methods, while more stable and accurate, result in solving systems of equations. For these implicit solvers, the GPU is highly efficient in solving large and dense matrix systems , but the atmospheric chemistry problem is characterized by small (size less than 100 × 100) and sparse (10% nonzero elements) matrix systems. However, it was still possible to utilize the GPU efficiently when a large number of small matrices were solved simultaneously and independently (Abdelfattah et al., 2017; Dong et al., 2014; Haidar et al., 2018) . Alvanos and Christoudias (2017) recently used the GPU accelerators to speed up the chemistry module of the global chemistryclimate model ECHAM/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry (EMAC) by a factor of 1.75×. However, the CUDA codes in their study were parsed from the Fortran codes generated by the Kinetic PreProcessor (KPP). It was incompatible with the global chemistry-climate models such as CAM4-Chem that did not use KPP. In addition, little information was provided to explore the optimal configurations of the CUDA kernels. Hence, in this work, we will port the ROS-2 chemical solver of CAM4-Chem (Sun et al., 2017) to the GPU to solve the chemistry as a box model and examine a series of optimization strategies. The goal is to investigate whether the chemistry box model can benefit from the GPU and its associated most optimized configuration. We use CUDA as it is the native, vendor-supported language for the NVIDIA GPUs on Titan, which provides the best possible performance. OpenACC may provide some measure of portability to other GPU platforms, and similar techniques should be applicable to those technologies. Nevertheless, at best it could match CUDA's performance, not exceed it. In addition, OpenACC is not compatible with all the compilers so its application will be restricted for the machines with Intel compiler only. The CUDA codes are translated from the original Fortran codes in CAM4-Chem by the Perl scripts, with minor modifications for the header files and interface. These scripts can be further integrated into the chemistry preprocessor so that it will be more feasible for the community. The investigation in this study will inform the software engineering choices that developers need to make to effectively optimize global chemistry-climate models for high-resolution and comprehensive atmospheric chemical mechanisms.
Methodology

Data Structure
In CAM4-Chem, the default finite volume dynamic core uses a latitude × longitude × vertical-level grid over the global sphere (Lin, 2004; Mirin & Worley, 2011) . In order to achieve parallelization, domain decomposition is involved, which divides the global domain into different subdomains. Each subdomain contains k chunks. There are m columns inside each chunk and each column consists of n vertical layers. The parameters k, m, and n are determined by the grid resolution and for the 1°× 1°horizontal resolution, k = 26, m = 16, and n = 26 by default. Each subdomain is assigned as an MPI task, and OpenMP directives are used for threadlevel parallelism when looping over chunks in each subdomain (Worley & Drake, 2005) . Therefore, each OpenMP thread handles exactly the chemistry computation inside one chunk. For the chemistry at each grid point inside a chunk, a system of ordinary differential equation (ODE) is solved at each time step, which takes the following form:
where y is the vector of volume mixing ratios for the chemical species at a given grid cell; the right-hand side source terms include the production P (y) and loss L (y) due to chemical reactions and the external forcing (i.e., lightning and aircraft emissions). To solve the ODE system above, the second-order Rosenbrock method is applied (Verwer et al., 1999) :
where I is an N x N identity matrix; h is the time step size; γ is a constant parameter; A ¼ ∂F y ð Þ ∂y y¼y n is the Jacobian matrix at time t=t n ; y n and y n + 1 are the species mixing ratios at time t = t n and t n + 1 , respectively; and vectors k 1 and k 2 are the intermediate solutions at each stage. In the real implementation, the dimension of the species concentration array is declared as (ncol, pver, gas_pcnst) , where ncol is the number of columns allocated to a given chunk, pver is the number of vertical layers allocated to a given column, and gas_pcnst is the total number of species. The second-order Rosenbrock method solves an ODE system following equations (2)-(4) for a given column and vertical layer. Therefore, the loop structure to solve the ODE above would look like the one shown in Figure 1 . Since the chemistry in CAM4-Chem is treated independently among different columns and vertical layers, it behaves exactly like a box model for a given column and vertical layer. Therefore, the chemistry is characterized with potentially massive parallelism, which makes it suitable for the computation on the GPU. To simplify the codes, the chemistry box model in the rest of this study will collapse the two loops inside one chunk as one loop, with chunk size equal to the number of loop iterations. The number of loop iterations is calculated by the equation below:
Number of loop iterations ¼ ncolÂpver
The number of loop iterations is tunable and examined for a wide range in this study. The main motivation is to mimic the real scenarios with different horizontal resolutions, which leads to different number of columns in each chunk. This will change the corresponding number of loop iterations for the chemistry update. A larger number of loop iterations corresponds to more columns inside a chunk. This typically represents a scenario with fine horizontal resolution in CAM4-Chem, which may target at the purpose of numerical weather prediction. On the other hand, the smaller number of loop iterations corresponds to fewer columns inside a chunk. This typically represents a scenario with coarse horizontal resolution in CAM4-Chem, which may target at the purpose of long-term climate simulation. Note that the number of loop iterations in a chunk is ncol × pver for each CPU core on a Titan node. Thus, we are comparing one CPU core with one GPU throughout the rest of this study to make the number of loop iterations identical.
Architecture
The 
Memory Layout
The memory layout is known to play a critical role in achieving good computational performance . The strided and interleaved memory layouts are generally competitive for problems of very small sizes that are available in the fast GPU-accelerated implementation of the standard basic linear algebra subroutines (cuBLAS) and other research (Abdelfattah et al., 2016; Dong et al., 2014; Gates et al., 2017; Haidar et al., 2018) . Therefore, their effects on our problems will be investigated. In Fortran, arrays are stored column-wise, so the strided memory layout (SML) stores the matrices consecutively as shown in Figure 2a . All the elements in a matrix will be stored together before moving to the next matrix. Instead, the fully interleaved memory layout (FIML) stores the i-th entries of all matrices consecutively ( Figure 2b ). By storing each matrix contiguously, it is clear that the SML can access two elements in the same matrix quickly. In contrast, the elements in the same matrix are not stored consecutively in the FIML. For example, if the number of matrices is N, moving from the first element to the second element in the same matrix requires a jump of N memory locations, which could hinder opportunities to reuse cached data, and thus reduce the overall performance when N is large. Despite this drawback, the FIML is expected to benefit from vectorization-an implicit single instruction multiple data (SIMD) parallelization for a single core processor, where the code is transformed into SIMD vector operations (e.g., addition) that can be executed in parallel as single instructions. On a modern multicore computational architecture, achieving a high-level vectorization is important for obtaining excellent performance. The SML may not utilize vectorization as effortlessly as the FIML. For instance, consider the following four calculations:
where a, b, and c are the volume mixing ratios of three species and r is the reaction rate for different chemical systems. For the SML, it can only use one Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) register and thus will take four clock cycles to complete the four addition instructions. However, for the FIML, it only takes one clock cycle since it can use four AVX registers due to its data storage structure. There is an intermediate approach between these two memory layouts, called the block interleaved memory layout (BIML). In the BIML, instead of interleaving all N matrices, the first K matrices are interleaved, then the next K matrices, and so on ( Figure 2c ). The main benefit of the "block interleaved" approach is that when moving from the first element to the second element in the same matrix, it requires a jump of only K memory locations instead of N memory locations for the FIML. Meanwhile, the BIML can readily utilize vector instructions, unlike the SML. In this study, we will explore the performance of these three memory layouts and see which one fits the best for the atmospheric chemistry modeling. Note that the SML and FIML can be treated as a special case of BIML. Take the array of volume mixing ratios in CAM4-Chem for example. Denoting N as the number of loop iterations, the array is declared as Array (gas_pcnst, N) for the SML, Array (N, gas_pcnst) for the FIML, and Array (K, gas_pcnst, N/K) for the BIML. Converting the data array between two memory layouts is done efficiently by changing the parameter K in the main driver of chemistry box model, and this is not included in the measurement of wall-clock time. For the BIML, K is a tuning parameter and the optimal choice is shown as 4 for both GNU and Intel compiler but 8 for PGI compiler ( Figure 3 ). This is reasonable as there is no benefit beyond matching the native vector length of the processor (e.g., 4 for AVX, 32 (warp size) for NVIDIA GPUs), while a longer vector will decrease cache performance, particularly for L1 cache due to its small size. Therefore, these optimal block sizes will be used for the corresponding compilers throughout the following analysis.
Results and Discussion
Basic Analysis
Before proceeding to investigate the computational performance, it is necessary to understand the computational rate and memory bandwidth requirements of the chemistry box model. The main functions of the chemistry box model include formation of the Jacobian matrix, LU factorization and solve, and formation of the right-hand side source term. The analysis of floating point operations (FLOP) for one loop iteration indicates that formation of the Jacobian matrix and LU (both factorization and solve) should consume roughly 70% of the total computational time ( Table 1 ). Note that the calculations of FLOP for LU solve and formation of the right-hand side source term have been multiplied by a factor of 2 due to the two-stage computation in the ROS-2 method (the same for the calculation of data copy later). On the other hand, formation of the Jacobian matrix requires a significantly higher amount of data copy (both copy in and copy out) than other functions. This is due to the fact that formation of the Jacobian matrix consists of two subfunctions, which calculate the linear and nonlinear components of the Jacobian matrix separately. However, in the real architecture, caching will significantly reduce the cost of accessing data from main memory. In order to take the cache effect into account, the Performance Application Programming Interface (PAPI v5.5) is used to measure the L2 cache misses. The data transfer per second (unit: GB/s) for the whole program and each function of the chemistry box model is then estimated by Date transfer per second ¼ L2 cache missÂsize of cache line time (10) where the size of cache line is 64 bytes for the processor on Titan.
Besides the L2 cache misses, the computational rate (unit: GFLOP per second (GFLOPS = 1E + 9 FLOPS)) is also measured by PAPI for 128, 1,024, and 10,240 loop iterations. The results generally vary among different number of loop iterations, compilers, and memory layouts ( Figure 4 ) for the data transfer and computational rate ( Figure 5 ). one thread, the memory bandwidth on Titan varies from 6.86 to 12.68 GB/s for different operations, such as copy and scale, and compilers. Compared with these hardware limitations, the whole chemistry box model reaches only up to 8% of the theoretical peak computational rate (PGI compiler with BIML) and 27.58% of the practical peak memory bandwidth (GNU compiler with FIML). However, these percentages increase to 12.21% (LU solve, GNU compiler with BIML) and 50.76% (Init, GNU compiler with BIML) for the individual functions. It is worth noting that in modern computer processors, there is also a technique named "cache prefetching" that fetches data into cache before it is needed. This will further increase the data transfer as measured by L2 cache misses for the functions above. Therefore, the analysis here reveals that the chemistry box model performance is not limited by the computational rate but by the memory bandwidth. Since the GPU has both more floating point cores and higher memory bandwidth than the CPU (Alvanos & Christoudias, 2017; Mantell et al., 2016) , we believe that it is still promising to gain some computational benefits from the GPU. Note that L2 cache misses are used as an indication of cache performance and memory bandwidth. Although the limitation for the chemistry box model is the bandwidth to the main memory and L3 cache, no counters for measuring the L3 cache hits and misses are available on Titan. Besides, the data transfer between L1 and L2 cache is much faster than the data transfer between L2 and L3 cache. Therefore, it is more appropriate to use the PAPI events for L2 cache instead of L1 cache as an indication of cache performance and memory bandwidth.
CPU
For the chemistry box model on the CPU, the two most dominant factors that may affect the computational performance are the compilers and memory layouts. On Titan, three major compilers are examined in this study with the flags that enable AVX vectorization ("-O3 -fopenmp -mavx" for GNU, "-O3 -qopenmp -mavx" for Intel, and "-O3 -openmp -Mvect=simd:256" for PGI). In addition, memory alignment flags ("-Mcache_align -fastsse" for PGI) or directives ("__assume_aligned" for Intel and "__builtin_assume_aligned" for GNU) are used to further assist vectorization. The results show that the fastest computational time for a given number of loop iterations is achieved by the BIML for all the three compilers ( Figure 6 ). Using SML and FIML require~1.42× and~2.89× the computational time of BIML for the GNU compiler (Figure 6a ), 1.75× and~6.95× for the Intel compiler (Figure 6b ), and~1.54× and~7.68× for the PGI compiler (Figure 6c ), respectively. In addition, the Intel compiler with BIML slightly outperforms among all the configurations for different number of loop iterations. The assembly files (*.s) for the individual functions are further investigated for the three compilers and memory layouts. Many "packed double" vector instructions are generated for all the three compilers with FIML and BIML, while the instructions are mainly nonvectorized "scalar double" for all the three compilers with SML. This highlights the benefit of using FIML and BIML to assist efficient vectorization. However, using FIML generally yields poor computational performance here, which may be related to its higher data transfer per second shown in Figure 4 . On the other hand, using SML still achieves fast computational performance, which is due to the fact that all the data are already loaded into cache during data initialization (Figure 4) . Therefore, the data transfer between cache and main memory is significantly reduced for the remaining functions. Using BIML is able to vectorize the loops efficiently and reduce the data copy at the same time, thus leading to the fastest computational performance for all the three compilers.
The total wall-clock time of each function in the chemistry box model shows that for GNU compiler, LU factorization consumes the highest amount of time for both SML and BIML (Figures 7a and 7c) while formation of the Jacobian matrix and LU solve become the most computationally expensive parts for FIML, depending on the number of loop iterations (Figure 7b ). For the Intel compiler (Figures 7d-7f) , formation of the Jacobian matrix costs the highest amount of time for all three memory layouts, except the FIML with larger number of loop iterations, where LU factorization dominates the consumption of time. For the PGI compiler (Figures 7g-7i) , formation of the Jacobian matrix and LU factorization take similar computational time for SML. However, formation of the Jacobian matrix is more computationally expensive than other functions when using BIML, and LU factorization consumes more computational time for FIML with larger number of loop iterations. It is clear that formation of the Jacobian matrix and LU (both factorization and solve) cost more than 70% of the total wall-clock time in most configurations, which is consistent with the previous analysis in section 3.1. It also proves that the compilers, together with the choice of memory layout, can affect the computational performance significantly. For a given compiler, the largest difference between different memory layouts can be as high as a factor of 11.02 (i.e., PGI: FIML versus BIML). For a fixed memory layout, the largest difference between different compilers can also be around a factor of 3.01 (i.e., FIML: GNU versus PGI). 3.3. GPU 3.3.1. Strided Versus Interleaved Versus Block Interleaved Memory Layout The CUDA platform used in this study is cudatoolkit/7.5 on Titan. The NVIDIA visual profiler (NVVP) results of the GPU version of chemistry box model for SML, FIML, and BIML show that the LU factorization kernel has already hit the limit of 255 registers per thread. Therefore, a maximum 256 threads (correspondingly 12.5% occupancy) can be launched simultaneously in each SMX for this kernel in order to not exceed the threshold of 65,536 registers per SMX. Since there are 14 SMXs per GPU on Titan and instructions are executed at the warp (size = 32) level, the number of loop iterations is therefore chosen as a multiple of 14 × 32 = 448. Similar to section 3.1, we first examine the impact of different block sizes for the BIML on the GPU, ranging from 4 to 256. It turns out that using a thread count smaller than 32 leads to a clear increase of computational time, especially for large number of loop iterations (Figure 8 ). This is reasonable as all the computation on the GPU is executed at the warp level, which equals to 32 threads per block. Using fewer than 32 threads per block will fail to fully use the resources and thus perform worse. On the other hand, using 32, 64, 128, and 256 threads will launch 8, 4, 2, and 1 thread blocks per SMX, respectively. In this study, they behave very close to each other and using 32 threads per block may outperform slightly. Therefore, 32 is used as the optimal block size for the rest of this study. For SML, the computational time is 2.27× to 4.13× the data transfer time between CPU and GPU (Figures 9a and 9b) . Except for the data deallocation (Figure 9c ), the time of both computation and data transfer grows linearly with the number of loop iterations. In contrast, for both FIML and BIML, the computational time is less than the data transfer time except when doing 448 loop iterations. For the summed time (Figure 9d ), using SML requires 1.65× to 2.80× total wall-clock time as that of using BIML and 1.89× to 3.18× total wall-clock time as that of using FIML. This difference is mainly caused by the shorter computational time using BIML and FIML. On the GPU, each thread works on exactly one matrix and the memory bandwidth is much higher than that on the CPU. GPU cores usually access the global memory directly instead of through the memory hierarchy on the CPU. Hence, FIML and BIML seem to benefit more from the SIMT model than SML. In particular, FIML achieves the fastest computation, which is different from what is observed on the CPU (see section 3.2). The total wall-clock time of each function shown in Figure 10 further confirms that using SML will spend a significant amount of time on formation of the Jacobian matrix, formation of the right-hand side source term, and update of intermediate and final solutions, which can be done very efficiently using FIML. Even for the LU functions (factorization and solve), the actual wall-clock time using FIML is also smaller than the one using SML. According to Figures 10a, 10b, and 10d, the better computational performance of FIML over BIML is mainly attributed to the fast computation of formation of the Jacobian matrix, LU factorization, and formation of the right-hand side source term using FIML. This suggests that FIML is the best choice of memory layout on the GPU for the chemistry box model and thus will be used for the following examinations in this study.
Multiple Kernels Versus One Kernel
In section 3.3.1, the GPU version of chemistry box model is implemented by launching each function as an individual kernel. The NVVP results show that there is a clear overhead time between two separate kernels. In order to avoid the overhead time, it is possible to assemble all the functions into one kernel that is launched just once. It seems when the number of loop iterations is smaller than 3,584, using one kernel costs about 96 to 98% of the total wall-clock time as that of using the multiple kernels (Figure 11) .
However, when the number of loop iterations is larger than 3,584, using one kernel takes~1.1× total wall-clock time as that of using the multiple kernels. Although the overhead time between two functions is eliminated by implementing the one kernel version, this does not necessarily always speed up the computation. One potential reason is that the compiler can optimize each kernel separately in the multiple kernels version, while it may not be feasible for the one kernel version. For example, in the one kernel version, the maximum number of threads per SMX is limited by the LU factorization, which is 256 in this study (see section 3.3.1). However, in the multiple-kernel version, the theoretical occupancies for functions like formation of the Jacobian matrix and the right-hand side source term can reach as high as 18.8 and 25%, respectively. Therefore, more threads per SMX can be involved for these functions and the computational time is thus reduced, especially for the large number of loop iterations.
Shared and Constant Memory
As mentioned in section 2.2, there are 48-KB shared memory per SMX and its memory latency is relatively low compared to the GPU's global DRAM memory. Porting some frequently visited arrays to shared We port these two vectors separately to the shared memory and compare their performances with the one kernel version (note that only the one kernel version is able to effectively exploit the shared memory). The NVVP results show that when using shared memory, the theoretical occupancy reaches just 1.6% (corresponding to 1.6% × 2,048 (maximum number of threads per SMX) = 32 threads), and thus, only one thread block can be launched per SMX. The results show that when the number of loop iterations is 448, each SMX will launch only one thread block and using shared memory is faster in this case (Figure 12 ). In particular, porting the intermediate solution vectors to shared memory can save up to 26% of the computational time since it could almost fully use the shared memory. However, when the number of loop iterations increases to 898 or larger, the shared memory version is slower than the no shared memory version by~4.4× (blue line in Figure 12 ) and~3.5× (red line in Figure 12 ) when the number of loop iterations equals to 3,584. This is caused by the fact that for the no shared memory version, each SMX can have 256 threads working simultaneously and the total number of working threads is 14 × 256 = 3,584. Therefore, the no shared memory version can launch 8 thread blocks per SMX (256 (maximum number of threads per SMX)/32 (number of threads per block) = 8), while the shared memory version can launch only one thread block per SMX as mentioned above. This is also consistent with the observation that the computational time of shared memory version grows linearly with the number of loop iterations, while the computational time of the no shared memory version increases slightly within 3,584 loop iterations (mainly due to the overhead time) but dramatically between 3,584 and 5,376 loop iterations.
Besides the shared memory, there is also 64-KB constant memory that resides in the GPU's global DRAM memory and can be broadcast among all the SMXs. For the chemistry box model in this study, there are two integer mapping arrays used to extract the 95 reaction-active species from the total 103 chemical species and permute it to an appropriate order with fewer fill-in values (Sun et al., 2017) . In the previous implementation, one copy of these arrays is generated for each thread, which is clearly not necessary since all the values in the mapping arrays are constant. Therefore, some computational time can be saved by storing the mapping arrays in the constant memory where all the SMXs can access them simultaneously. The results show that for the shared memory version which stores the intermediate solution vectors, using constant memory for the mapping arrays could save up to 6.7% of the computational time (blue and green lines in Figure 13 ). For the no shared memory version, using the constant memory can also save 3.6 to 5.2% of the computational time (black and red lines in Figure 13 ). This small improvement is still impressive and worth implementation considering the small size of the mapping arrays (2 (number of arrays) × 95 (elements in each array) × 4 (bytes of an integer for a 64-bit system) = 760 bytes).
Stream
A CUDA stream refers to a queue of work such as kernel launches and memory copies. Operations in the same stream are ordered and cannot be overlapped, while operations in different streams can be run in parallel if there are no data dependencies between streams. According to the numerical steps in section 2.1, formation of the Jacobian matrix can be done in parallel with the initialization of local data and formation of the right-hand side source term in the first stage. Hence, some computational time can be saved by involving CUDA streams here. Note that the streamed version works only with multiple kernels, so we also compare with the computational time of the one kernel version with constant memory (the fastest version so far) to see whether we really benefit from the streamed multiple-kernel version. The results indicate that using the streamed multiple kernels with constant memory (red line in Figure 14 ) is likely to save about 4% (7,168 loop iterations) to 16% (448 loop iterations) of the computational time, compared to the previous multiple-kernel version (blue line in Figure 14) . It is also faster than the one-kernel version with constant memory (black line in Figure 14 ) but may only save 1.8% (3,584 loop iterations) to 11.2% (5,376 loop iterations) of the computational time.
Memory Copy
In the previous sections, we mainly focus on the optimization of the computational time. As observed in Figure 9 , the data transfer between CPU and GPU can also consume a significant amount of time and its time is even higher than the computational time when using FIML and BIML (Figures 9a and 9b) . Therefore, optimizing the data transfer between CPU and GPU is likely to save additional total wall-clock time. Three strategies are investigated here: (1) calling "cudaMalloc" for each array separately; (2) allocating a large space for all the arrays, like mixing ratios of chemical species and reaction rates, so that they are contiguous in the memory locations; and (3) using pinned memory by calling the function "cudaMallocHost" before "cudaMemcpy." The results show that when allocating all the arrays contiguously in the memory locations (red line in Figure 15) , it saves about 40% of the time for the 448 loop iterations, compared to the baseline (blue line in Figure 15 ) where each array is allocated separately. When the number of loop iterations increases, the percent of saved time decreases to as low as 10% for the 7,168 loop iterations. When using the pinned memory, it costs~1.1× data transfer time as that of baseline for the 448 loop iterations but increases to~2.1× for the 7,168 loop iterations (black line in Figure 15 ). The NVVP results indicate that for all the three cases, the copy rate can reach 5.75 GB/s for the 448 loop iterations. When the number of loop iterations grows to 7,168, the copy rate reduces to~3 GB/s for the nonpinned memory but increases slightly to 6 GB/s for the pinned memory. However, it also suggests that for the pinned memory, it spends much more time on the "cudaMallocHost" and thus eliminates the benefit of the fast copy rate for different number of loop iterations. On the other hand, it is worth our efforts to allocate a contiguous memory space for all the input arrays, especially for the small number of loop iterations.
Based on the results above, it seems that the most efficient GPU version of the chemistry box model is using the streamed multiple kernels with constant memory and the contiguous memory allocation for all the arrays. We further compare it with the fastest CPU version (Intel compiler with BIML), and the results show that the CPU version (black line in Figure 16 ) requires~2.33× computational time as that of GPU version (blue line in Figure 16 ) for the 448 loop iterations. This factor increases rapidly with the number of loop iterations and reaches up to 11.7× for the 7,168 loop iterations. When the time for the data transfer between CPU and GPU (green line in Figure 16 ) and "cudaFree" (pink line in Figure 16 ) is considered, the total wall-clock time of CPU version is still 1.29× as that of GPU version for the 448 loop iterations and grows tõ 3.82× for the 7,168 loop iterations. This clearly shows that the GPU version is superior to the CPU version for the computation alone. When the number of loop iterations is larger than 1,792 and the data transfer time is higher than the computational time alone, the GPU version is still faster than the CPU version and this speed-up is considerable as long as the number of loop iterations is large enough.
Application 3.4.1. Study of the Effect of the Multithreading for CPU
In the previous context, the comparison was made between one GPU and one CPU core. In section 2.1 we have mentioned that the parallel design for a CPU implementation would be applied to loop over the chunks inside one subdomain. This means that if we use OpenMP as a multithreading framework to easily implement the parallelization as described above, each OpenMP thread will have to solve independent loop iterations of chemistry. Therefore, in this section, we will report on the comparison of the computational performance between 16 CPU cores in a node and one GPU for the Titan architecture. In Figure 17 , we illustrate the performance obtained by one CPU core (solid black line) and the parallel multithreaded implementation using OpenMP (solid blue line). The comparison of total wall-clock time for various numbers of loop iterations shows that running 16 CPU cores in parallel is very attractive and it could achieve a factor of~4.17× speed-up when the number of loop iterations is larger than 28,672. We could not simply gain a factor of 16× speed-up here mainly due to the fact that the chemistry box model is found to be memory bound (e.g., limited by the bandwidth to the main memory instead of the computational intensity) as described and analyzed in section 3.1. Using 16 CPU cores could increase the computational capacity but would not resolve the issue of being bandwidth bound. The GPU performance result is depicted by the solid green line in Figure 17 . Compared to using 16 CPU cores, using one GPU achieves up to 1.33× speed-up when the number of loop iterations is smaller than 14,336 but both implementation become very competitive with each other when the number of loop iterations further grows. This is mainly due to the data transfer between CPU and GPU. When the number of loop iterations is large, the profiling of the GPU execution shows that 70% of the time is spent on the data transfer between CPU and GPU. Thus, even if the GPU provide 4× ratio of memory bandwidth and is about 4× faster, only~30% speed-up is observed. 
Analysis of the Portability Design by Using OpenACC
In this section we investigate the code portability (e.g., single source (CPU/GPU) solution). For that we decide to take advantage of the OpenACC framework to add "!$acc" directives to make the CPU Fortran codes portable to GPU and can run on GPU. We evaluate the computational performance of OpenACC with PGI compiler in this study. In order to minimize the data transfer, we specify two types of data in the OpenACC data region: the data that only need to be copied from the host (CPU) and the one that only need to be allocated on the device (GPU). We also specify the number of thread blocks and the number of threads per thread block to help the compiler better parallelize the codes. The result depicted in Figure 17 shows that OpenACC (solid pink line) requires~16× total wall-clock time compared to the CUDA version for 448 loop iterations. Nevertheless, the difference reduces gradually with the increase of the number of loop iterations and OpenACC variant is able to achieve very similar computational performance as the CUDA variant when the number of loop iterations is 57,344 or larger. For all the cases, OpenACC could not beat CUDA with respect to the computational performance, which is consistent with the previous literature (Hoshino et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016; Memeti et al., 2017) . On the other hand, using OpenACC indeed saves significant amount of time to modify the pure CPU codes and it is easier to switch the codes between CPU and GPU version with the compiler flags. 3.4.3. Development of a Hybrid CPU/GPU Implementation Last, we investigate a hybrid CPU/GPU version (OpenMP + CUDA) for the chemistry box model. In the hybrid implementation, one OpenMP thread is assigned to launch the CUDA kernels while the remaining 15 OpenMP threads are still active and will contribute to the computation. The total number of loop iterations is split accordingly between CPUs and GPU based on the power of each hardware. Different numbers of loop iterations are assigned for CPU and GPU computation in order to balance the workload. Our experiments show that for the loop iterations smaller than 3,584, the hybrid CPU/GPU version (red line in Figure 17 ) requires up to 1.34× total wall-clock time compared to using one GPU alone. This is due to the fact that the data layout differs for the CPUs and the GPU computation (i.e., CPUs work the best with BIML but GPU works the best with FIML). Therefore, when both are working together, a data translation is required and it slows down the hybrid CPU/GPU version when the number of loop iterations is small. However, when the number of loop iterations further increases, the hybrid CPU/GPU version begins to outperform over either the multithreaded CPU variant or the GPU only variant. It could reach~1.75× speed-up when the number of loop iterations is 57,344. This is equivalent to~1.95× speed-up compared to using either 16 CPU cores alone or one GPU alone. Note that the CPU version of chemistry box model in this study has already been optimized for the memory layout and compilers. Therefore, the speed-up of the hybrid CPU/GPU version over the default CPU version of chemistry box model from CAM4-Chem (the strided version shown in Figure 6 ) is even higher.
Practical Scenario
Referring to the practical CAM4-Chem simulation with 1°× 1°horizontal resolution, there are 416 loop iterations (16 columns × 26 levels) inside one chunk. Since each CPU core in a compute node is assigned independent chunks, there are totally 6,656 (416 loop iterations per CPU core × 16 CPU cores) loop iterations involved in the chemistry update when the 16 CPU cores are running simultaneously. For this particular scenario, using either one GPU alone or the hybrid CPU/GPU implementation will provide better computational performance than other CPU only approaches. If the horizontal resolution is refined to 0.5°× 0.5°, the vertical layer is refined to 72 layers, and the computational resource remains the same, the loop iterations per chunk will increase rapidly to 73,728, and using hybrid CPU/GPU version is clearly the best choice. This makes the GPU only or the hybrid CPU/GPU implementation of the chemistry module very promising in the global simulation, especially for the fine grid resolution. In addition, although we use Titan as a test bed, this optimized configuration can be implemented on other supercomputing platforms as well. However, overlapping the computation in the CAM4-Chem requires more work since rescheduling for workload balance leads to modification of the main data structure of CAM4-Chem. This is beyond the scope of this study, but we would like to work on that in the future.
Conclusion
The growing complexity of the global chemistry-climate model increases the computational burden, challenging progress in model development for high-resolution simulations. The strong computational power and fast memory access of the GPU in modern supercomputer architectures provides an opportunity to accelerate the computation. The global chemistry-climate model is a natural fit for massive data and instruction parallelism. However, programming for a GPU is difficult and error-prone and limited studies have been done to explore its corresponding benefit to the components of global chemistry-climate model. Therefore, in this study, we port the ROS-2 solver in the chemistry module of the global chemistry-climate model (CAM4-Chem) to the GPU and seek potential speed-up compared with the CPU version. The basic analysis of the chemistry box model reveals that it is not bounded by the computational rate, but by the data access from the CPU to the main memory. Both parts can be further accelerated by the GPU.
For the CPU version, different compilers and memory layouts play an important role in the computational time. All the three compilers yield the fastest computation by using block interleaved memory layout (BIML), while the Intel compiler with BIML further outperforms over the other two compilers. Formation of the Jacobian matrix and LU (both factorization and solve) are shown to be the most time-consuming parts during the chemistry update (around 70%) for most configurations. In contrast, the GPU version benefits more from the fully interleaved memory layout (FIML). In addition, the computational time of the GPU version increases slowly with the number of loop iterations, opposite to the quick increase of computational time for the CPU version. Tuning the kernel's block size, it is shown that similar performance can be achieved as long as the block is a multiple of the warp size. But it will be slower if the block is smaller than the warp size since it does not fully utilize all the threads in a warp. The multiple-kernel version provides better performance for larger number of loop iterations, while the one-kernel version runs faster for smaller number of loop iterations. The shared memory version yields better performance only for the 448 loop iterations but runs much slower for the larger number of loop iterations, as it is constrained by the small size of shared memory. Nevertheless, the GPU version can always improve slightly from the usage of constant memory. The best performance of the GPU version is achieved using CUDA streams, which enable the simultaneous execution of independent kernels. The data transfer between CPU and GPU, which is also a critical limitation for the overall performance, is done most efficiently by a contiguous allocation when declaring the arrays on the GPU.
Using the most optimized configurations from those experiments, the GPU version shows up to 11.7× speedup of the computational time compared to the optimized CPU version for the memory layout and compiler (Intel with BIML, using one CPU core). When the data transfer between CPU and GPU is considered, the speed-up can still be as high as 3.82×. Even compared to using 16 CPU cores, using one GPU is again overall faster, especially when the number of loop iterations is not too large (~1.33× speed-up). In addition, using OpenACC requires fewer modifications of the original CPU codes and provides a single-source solution to different heterogeneous architectures. However, there is no computational benefit gained compared to the optimized CUDA version in this study. The best performance is achieved by the implementation of the hybrid CPU/GPU version, which is slightly slower when the number of loop iterations is small but clearly outperforms over other approaches for large number of loop iterations (~6.75× speed-up against one CPU core,~1.95× speed-up against 16 CPU cores, and~1.75× speed-up against one GPU alone). This is the most promising strategy to be introduced into CAM4-Chem, but more efforts are required to reschedule the workload among the CPU cores in a compute node.
